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Disruption is the first step toward growth, and that’s what
Conjunction Leadership is here to do: Disrupt. Bridge. Grow. ConjunctionLeadership.com

Time to find the AND.
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Watch your Conjunctions

What separates leaders who feel in 
control and those that don’t is how 
they handle it. By forging a path with 
an and/both mindset, bridge your 
fear, hold-ups, and set-backs to reach 
a place where this or that becomes, 
well — BOTH. Let’s build the courage 
to pursue the alternative to that old 
adage: you can’t have your cake and 
eat it, too. AND use that relentless 
drive to make that alternative a reality.

Leadership, and team dynamics are 
hard. Only by embracing productive 
tension can we build unity across 
divisions, creating leaders that share 
and represent the true potential of this 
group. Let’s build a path across culture 
as a minefield toward culture as a 
reason you grow. 

When teams stall out due to fear of 
stepping outside the acceptable by 
fellow peers, time-honored traditions, 
or just plain fear of the unknown 
— well, we’re failing our mission, 
employees and future greatness. 
Let’s dig in, own the disruption and 
find a way to be the best we can 
be — leaders that take the path less 
traveled, not the one that feels easy. 

 I’m making decisions to move forward, 
             the team is working thoughtfully

 I have the desire to grow,
             my work needs to get done

 I want the next promotion,
            I want a strong family life

 We have more diversity on our team than ever before,    
         tension often leads to new conversations

 My team seems engaged,  
         managing team productivity is key  

 I am balancing work and home, 
         my team needs more attention these days

 We grew the business by hiring talented leaders, 
            repeating new hire processes and growing
   leaders requires constant effort

 We are constantly talking about how to satisfy our customers,  
        employee attitudes impact our ability to deliver  
   on that promise

 We want the employees to show more leadership, 
            our leadership team influences our environment   
   to accomplish this 

ConjunctionLeadership.comTo grow, we must first disrupt. 

Disrupt. Bridge. Grow.

We don’t teach leadership.
We build an AND mindset.

We don’t teach culture.
We embed the AND.

We don’t do either / or. 
We perform AND transform.

We embolden vibrant leaders to 
disrupt stagnation by deepening 

their courage AND resilience, 
elevating above expectations.

Leadership Coaching

Development Opportunities

Leadership Retreats

We provoke high-profile teams 
to disrupt the traditional ways of 

working while developing remarkable 
engagement AND results. 

We enable strong organizations 
to embrace traditions, history 

and foundations AND welcome 
transformative disruption to build a 

next-level leadership system.

Team Development

Team Coaching

Culture Mapping

Executive Coaching

Executive or Board Facilitation

Disruptor
Targets

Disruption 
Offerings

1 2 3

The world demands a new style of leader and a cultural pivot. 
A Conjunction leader is an expert at the And/Both Mindset.

Leadership systems of yesteryear rewarded the hierarchy. The hierarchy rewarded leaders who made hard and fast 
decisions. And often these decisions meant splitting the vote. The world has become much more volatile, a lot more 
uncertain, and terribly complex, leaving leaders opting for the efficiency of an all or nothing mindset.
  
Psychologists refer to this phenomenon as splitting. Splitting helps leaders frame an increasing sphere of experience 
and information into categories. However, splitting also crowds out the breakthrough choices by focusing on those that 
are most obvious, most extreme, and most polarizing.

CONJUNCTION LEADERS DISRUPT, BRIDGE, and GROW to pursue the less obvious decisions that unite tribes and 
build nations. Using positive disruption, these leaders upend the status quo and bridge the gap between what’s BEEN 
done and what CAN be. 

Who is Conjunction Leadership?
We are natural disruptors. We believe in choosing their right conjunctions; OR and BUT divide, AND unites. 
We exist to help brave leaders lean into the tensions caused by splitting extremes and pursue breakthrough
solutions for themselves, their teams, their customers and communities by finding their .

Conjunction
Leaders invest in
finding their AND. 

What
conjunction 
are you
adding? focus on

family 
embrace

liberal values 
improve employee

engagement
develop my
leadership

or or or or

Either
advance

your career

Either
embrace

conservative values

Either
improve

productivity 

Either
focus on growing

the business
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What conjunction are you adding?
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“Quotes call attention
to your audience.”
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Slide Title
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● Lorem ipsum
● Lorem ipsum

○ Lorem ipsum
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● Lorem ipsum
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XX%
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Thank you

Icons / Graphics

PRINCIPLE COLORS SUPPORTING COLORS

Disrupt. Bridge. Grow.



First Place
 in the National Ag 

Marketers Association 
Region 4 Corporate 

Identity Award

Key philosophy  

Find
Your And

THE PAYOFF

As a result of the discussions with Conjunction, BLNKPG created a 
comprehensive package of branded resources, including logo, website 
design, typography, color palette, graphic patterns and icons, and 
templates for business cards, corporate stationery and PowerPoint 
presentations. A one-page marketing sheet with general information 
about Conjunction Leadership was also created as the primary 
leave-behind collateral. The new branding package gave Conjunction 
Leadership a more professional presence, encouraging agricultural 
leaders to use them for their own professional leadership development.

317 696 9878  •  getstarted@blnkpg.com
BLNKPG.COM

Let us tell your success story.

With a team of ag-centric agency veterans, BLNKPG has a passion for all things rural and sharing the stories that help 
support both its legacy and growth. Developed with a client-partnership mentality, BLNKPG is dedicated to driving results 
based on fresh ideas.
A BLANK PAGE IS THE BEST PLACE TO START.

Conjunction Leadership is a team development and leadership coaching 
company. Conjunction Leadership was born from a passion for shaping 
tomorrow’s agriculture leaders. In order to reach these professionals 
— from ag-tech startups to longstanding agriculture companies — an 
attractive presence needed to be developed.

To develop consistent key messages and talking points, a message 
workshop was held with Conjunction Leadership’s team members. 
Conjunction’s key philosophy, “Find Your And,” was used to form 
the basis for the branding. The goal was to create a cohesive brand 
that would showcase Conjunction Leadership as an established and 
experienced company, and a place for leaders to learn, grow and 
develop — and find their AND.

THE CHALLENGE

THE IDEA

Users averaged

8.1 
visits to the site in a 

30 day period


